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Accendo Lighting     1246 Gallatin Pike S., Madison, TN 37115     615-983-4088

General Description:

Ordering Information

IS
or

IST

# Of lampsLength

2,3,4’

2,3,4’ (tandem)

1

2

3

Lamps per section

Lamp

OS (occ. sensor)

PW (pre-wired cable)

OptionsBallast*

IS** (Instant Start)

PS (Program Start)

**instant start ballasts are not recommended when occupancy sensors are to be used
*please specify ballast factor when ordering

Construction:
A high quality, all-purpose economy Industrial with symmetrical re�ector and patented pivoting end plates. On an
assembled �xture, the pivoting ends fold down to protect the sockets and provide compact shipping and storage. When 
rotated 90 degrees into upright position, the ends snap and lock into place.

Mounting Options:
Fixtures designed for surface, stem, or chain hanging. Can be installed as individual Units or in continu-
ous rows.

Speci�cations:

Housing:   Die-formed 20-gauge cold rolled steel. All �xtures UL listed.

Finish:   Phosphate coating-baked white enamel with 82% re�ectivity.

Ballast Cover:  Snap-on type; fabricated in two sections for 72" and 96" bodies to simplify installation.

Ends:   Fixtures designed for surface, stem, or chain hanging. Can be installed as individual Units or in continuous rows.

  

LP (lamped-specify)

Custom (Specify)

An all-purpose industrial strip for a Wide range of bi-pin and slimline �uorescent Lighting 
applications. All �xture parts built for easy access to ensure ease of installation and 
maintenance. Side knockouts are included for convenience Chain hanger slots are 
provided on the sides and back. Symmetrical re�ector for solid downlight performance

32-T8

25-T8

17-T8

96-T8HO

54-T5HO

48-T8HO

56



Features
Computer designed for optimal performance 
Provides uniform light distribution 
Minimizes lens streaking 
Tool-free re�ector installation and removal 
Fits most prismatic tro�ers 
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Dimensions:
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SEI Pivot End Shallow Economy Industrial back plans             
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End View: SEI Pivot End 
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